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ACCURA gas cylinder
management.
More control, more efficiency, more savings.
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®
ACCURA gas cylinder management

ACCURA®. An innovative management
solution for gas cylinders.

ACCURA® is an easy-to-use, secure, cloud-based service that equips you with the tools and insights you need
to track and manage BOC cylinders at your facilities. This inventory intelligence allows you to improve control
over your gas cylinders, optimise holdings, reduce wasted gas, enhance safety and ensure traceability. All of
which translates into time, cost and quality gains for your business.

How does ACCURA® work?
Every time we deliver or exchange a cylinder, this movement
is recorded and uploaded to the ACCURA® cloud. Now, you can
access this information using a smartphone app or a regular web
browser. You can even track internal cylinder movements using
this dedicated smartphone app, which can read cylinder barcodes
using the phone’s camera. This information is automatically
uploaded to the ACCURA® cloud for you to access.

ACCURA® monitors stock levels, movement history, usage patterns and
turnover rates. It even sends you an alert to let you know that your
stock levels are running low. Thanks to the sophisticated reporting
functionality, you can use this information to improve your profitability
and efficiency.

How it works
1 BOC Delivery

2 BOC scans to customer site

1

3 Customer scans to individual warehouse

4 Customer scans assets between their own storage locations
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ACCURA® gas cylinder management.

Benefits for you

Proven track record

Increased productivity
→→ Instantly locate and repurpose cylinders that are not in use instead of
ordering new ones.
→→ Eliminate unplanned downtime because gas supplies have run out
unexpectedly.
→→ Simplify and reduce administrative effort – using the smartphone app
or web browser is a lot quicker than scrolling through Excel
files or paper records.
→→ Enhance administration effectiveness with powerful smart tools such
as re-ordering assist, gas consumption reports, stock count checks
and low level alerts.
→→ Easily allocate costs internally.

ACCURA® is the ideal solution if you value cost control, traceability,
manageability and safety. It is ideal, for instance, for customers who
want to improve cylinder tracking and control over a large pool of
cylinders which may be located across one site or distributed over
multiple sites. It is also a useful productivity tool for customers who
are dependent on an uninterrupted supply of cylinder gases for
process continuity. In addition, it can be a valuable compliance and
quality enabler in industries that mandate 100% traceability of gases.
This premium service is based on over a decade of experience working
closely with our customers in Europe, including leading German
automotive manufacturers, major Dutch oil and gas companies and
Scandinavian healthcare providers.

Improved safety
→→ In the unlikely event of a recall, cylinders can be found with certainty
thanks to end-to-end traceability.
→→ Manage cylinders properly within their defined shelf lives with the
support of expiry alerts.
→→ Locate potentially hazardous cylinders immediately in the event of an
emergency.
Cost savings
→→ Monitor and improve cylinder utilisation.
→→ Increase cost control through greater transparency.
→→ Reduce total cylinder holdings by identifying unused or underused
cylinders.
→→ Reduce number of missing or “lost” cylinders and associated rental/
deposit charges.
→→ Analyse stock performance/rotation to determine the best balance
between lease agreements and daily rental costs.
Greater quality and traceability
→→ Trace individual cylinders across multiple sites at various stages of
production – and back through the entire BOC supply chain.
→→ Access different standardised reports to maintain detailed records of
who transferred cylinders and when.
→→ Create detailed usage and performance reports and display these on
screen or download them as spreadsheets.
→→ Maintain process quality by ensuring cylinders are not used beyond
their service life.
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Getting started
BOC professionals will work with you in just a few easy steps to map your
facilities and gas location points in ACCURA®, set up web access, install
the app on your users’ smartphones and make sure your staff are trained
so you get the most value out of this innovative service.
All you need is a smartphone with a camera, storage capability and
the ability to connect to the internet. The web tool is compatible with all
the latest web browsers.
Simply contact your local sales representative to find out more about
how this service can help your business, or for more details visit
www.boc.com.au/accura.

BOC Limited
10 Julius Avenue, North Ryde NSW 2113, Australia
www.boc.com.au/accura
988 Great South Road, Penrose, Auckland 1061, New Zealand
www.boc.co.nz/accura
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